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BRIDAL FLOWERS 
EXAMPLE PRICE GUIDE 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Bridal flowers are created for each individual bride and their wedding requirements. 
These prices detail the initial starting from prices and are to be used as a guideline. 
Prices will vary depending on flower combinations, floral design size and season. 

 
 
 
 

Phoenix’s Wild Hand-tied Designs from £110.00 

Bountiful Bridal Bouquets from £135.00 

Shower Bouquets from £175.00 

  

 

 

Phoenix’s Wild Hand-tied Designs for Bridesmaids from £60.00 

Bountiful Bridesmaid's Bouquets from £80.00 

Flower Girl Posies from £38.00 

Flower Crowns; Bridal from £55.00/ Maids from £45.00 

Flower Girl Circlets from £35.00 

Hair Combs from £25.00 

 Buttonholes from £10.00 

 Corsages from £18.00 
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There are so many endless possibilities and floral combinations for decorating any 

wedding venue; these are just a few of the options I can offer to give you an idea. 

  

Pew Ends from £35.00 

Aisle floor arrangements from £80 

Footed Bowl Arrangements from £70.00 

Cement Trough Arrangements from £80.00 

 Wild Vessel Arrangements from £150.00  

Large /Urn Pedestals Arrangements from £270.00 

Alter and Ceremony Table arrangements from £180.00 

Garden Posy Jars for Tables £30.00 

Bud vases from £13.00 

Hand-tied Table Arrangements from £58.00 

Tall Table Design from £200.00 

 

Archways/Hanging Installations/InstallationsHanging Hoops* 

Archway’s foliage based from £650.00 / with flower £880.00 * 

Floral Columns Free Standing foliage based £400.00 / with flower £650.00* 

Mantelpiece Foliage based £350.00/ with flower £500.00* 

  

  

The prices are just guidelines and when working with my Brides and couples to create 

their bespoke flowers, I can discuss a few different styles and options to create an 

individual wedding quote.  

 

*The prices for such installations can be dependent on so many independent factors - 

so please contact me and I would be happy to talk through with you the potential 

designs available to you and their costs, the above are just approximations so you can 

understand the level of investment that they require.  


